
Snow globe with polar bears
Instructions No. 2339
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 30 Minutes

Snow globes are fascinating and pretty to look at. We tell you in this tutorial how to make a dreamlike dream globe. When
you shake the hemisphere, which is filled with water and snow, you turn the inside into a snowy landscape with falling snow.
This is exciting to watch for young and old!

An awesome snow globe.... ...to shake for a great effect

Spread decorative snow on the dream globe plate. Leave out the edge for the dome and the hole in the plate. Place the polar bears on the deco snow. Press
the figures down lightly and "bury" the feet of the polar bears a little in the snow. This way you don't have to glue the figures on, but they dry firmly together
with the decorative snow. The drying time here is at least 2 hours, depending on the thickness of the decorative snow.

Now fill a little filler snow into the dome and fix the base to the dome with super glue. Leave to dry for about 30 minutes.

Add a drop of washing-up liquid through the hole in the plate (without washing-up liquid the snow will not settle), boiled or distilled water and a little
preservative. Close the hole and, if necessary, fix the rim from the outside again with superglue.

Your beautiful snow globe is ready!

Article number Article name Qty
118019 snow globe "Oval", 7 x 5.5 x 5.5 cm 1
118088 Snow globe Preservative, 10 ml 1
735520-10 VBS Decorative snow100 ml 1
118101 Stuffing material Snow 1
118545 Eagle owl superglue gel 1
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